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65 of 66 review helpful Best Book for the Intermediate or Advanced Golfer By Single Digit I bought this book a 
couple of weeks ago Reading the other reviews and the Camilo Villegas quote directed to the weekend golfer I had no 
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doubt this was a great book but I was skeptical it was also good for intermediate or advanced golfers I am an 8 
handicap and without a doubt this book was the biggest surprise I hav Have you ever wondered why the average 
handicap on the USGA has barely improved in the last 20 years The answer is very simple a The Golf Swing is very 
difficult to understand and to perform b The average weekend golfer would love to improve but doesn acute t have the 
time or the interest to spend long hours practicing After studying the golf swing for over 25 years JF Tamayo has 
developed a revolutionary method proved for the weekend Every weekend golfer should read this great book 
CAMILO VILLEGAS CAMILO VILLEGAS Every weekend golfer should read this great book CAMILO 
VILLEGAS Three time PGA Tour winner 
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